As to the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations, this paper introduces a new technique to improve the precision of the PECE form of the Adams method, which calculates the estimation of the local truncation error in every single integral step by using Taylor extrapolation. Through proper linear combinations of predicted value and corrected value, the most of the truncation error will be diminished. Moreover, a detailed theoretical derivation is also proposed, and the general laws of the integration equations' coefficients with different orders are given in tabular form, which facilitates the engineering practice. Finally, specific single differential equation and satellite orbit two-body motion equations are taken as examples to test this improved method, and stimulation results indicates that the improved Adams method can achieve a higher computational accuracy, nearly one order of magnitude, when compared with the unimproved method, which proves the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed method .
INTRODUCTION
Whether the calculation of hitting equations for ship fire control system, or the calculation of orbital dynamic equations for orbit determination, the calculation of differential equations is involved. Because of various factors, the expression of these differential equations is extremely complicated. The overwhelming majority of these equations cannot gain accurate analytical solutions other than some special situations like the two-body motion of aircraft, the computer programming is the only effective way to deal with these equations which can get approximate solutions, so seeking for these numerical methods suitable for programming is becoming increasingly important to the solution of differential equations [1] .
There are some ways to improve the precision of Adams method with the same initial value, such as using higher order method, properly increase integral step-size, or using variable-step-size method [2] . However, higher order may cause instability [3] , smaller integral step-size can lead to bigger round-off error, and variable-step-size method will increase the difficulty in computer implementation [4] .
The estimation of truncation error is the most important part of this improved method, Fu -Zhaoping presented a detailed derivative process of the PECE form of the Adams method[5], Kai Diethelm and Zolotareva proposed detailed error analysis for Adams method[6][7]. This paper adapts Taylor explanation to analyze the local truncation error, which contribute to a more easily derivative process. The improved fixed-step-size method in this paper has a more easily engineering realization.
II. THE IMPROVED ADAMS METHOD WITH FIX-STEP-SIZE
In this section, we conduct the algorithm design for improved Adams method of PECE format. Taking the forth order Adams method as an example, we do theoretical analysis for the process of improving, other method 'process with higher order is similar [7] .
For forth order Adams method, the PECE format is presented as follows: 
Then we do the truncation error analysis: We analyze the truncation error of predicted equation by Taylor expansions; other higher order method has the similar process. For a given step-size, assuming all the cumulative integral error is zero, to find the truncation error 1 n T  , use the first equation in equation(1), then do Taylor expansion at point n t : 
As to corrected equations, after the similar process, the truncation error can be got:
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So, we can get the following equations, 5 (5) 6 11
Ignoring the infinitely small quantity of higher order 6 () oh , 
To m(m>4) order improved Adams method, similarly, the truncation error of predicted and corrected equation can be expressed:
Where the partial value of m r and * m r are presented in 
III. TESTING IMPROVED METHOD
In this section, a single specific differential equation and the aircraft two-body motion equation are used as examples to test the improved method, the initial value can be provided by Kutta-Runge method with same order [5].
A. Testing single differential equation
Using the forth order improved and unimproved Adams method to solve the (10), 
Set the integral step-size h=0.0002 and h=0.002, compare the numerical solution calculated by improved and unimproved method with the analytical solution provided by (11) , then calculate the integral error, and map it with MATLAB. The results are shown as below: Figure 1 . the change trend of fourth Adams method following the number of integration steps with h=0.0002. Figure . 2 the change trend of fourth Adams method following the number of integration steps with h=0.002.
From Fig .1 : the improved method, when compared with unimproved method, owns almost the same change trend at smaller integration step-size. That is because round-off error is the dominant factor to integration error at lower integration step-size, while the improved method we propose in this paper mainly diminishes the effect of truncation error.
From Fig .2 : the improved method, when compared with the unimproved method, owns an obvious smaller integration error at longer integration step-size, which proves the effectiveness and validity of our method.
Therefore, when computing single differential equation with computer program, we can directly use this improved method to get a higher accuracy.
B. Testing satellite two-body equations
Taking the data in TABLE.II as the initial value, we solve the aircraft two-body motion equations by using the sixth order improved and unimproved numerical method with MATLAB program. The whole integration process last 24h, step-size: h=1s and h=5:5:40s, dx, dy, dz represent the position error on xaxis, y-axis, z-axis direction, ds is the synthesis position error, From TABLE. 3: using the same longer step-size, the improved method, when compared with unimproved method, owns a nearly one order of magnitude smaller position error; this is the same to velocity error, which proves superiority and rationality of our improved method.
When using a smaller step-size such h=1s in TABLE.III, we can get the same error value between these two methods, so we must chose the proper step-size in practical engineering practice, which can be obtained by digital tentative method, if we want to get a higher accuracy.
When we need to predict the satellite positon in a long time such as one week, we usually adopt a bigger integral step-size. From the data in TABLE.III, we can see that this six order improved method can achieve a small error when compared with this unimproved one, then this six order improved method will be a good choice.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the testing result of both single differential equation and satellite orbit motion equations have proved the effectiveness of this improve method.
However, as to aircraft motion equations, we neglect the influence of orbit perturbation factors, such as atmospheric drag, the earth non-spherical shape, solar radiation pressure as well as lunar and solar perturbations and so on, we can use it to dissolve the orbit motion equations of high orbit aircraft whose perturbations is too small to calculate, when compared with earth gravity.
For practical engineering applications, these factors will bring errors if ignored, especially to low orbit satellite orbit prediction. Therefore, further study on orbit motion equations with perturbations is needed; the stability and effectiveness of our improved method need further verification.
At the same time, when testing satellite orbit motion equations, just six order methods are shown; the testing of the higher order method will be a major part of our future work. In some applications, the timeliness of numerical method is a quite important factor, so in our further study, we must take the overall program's execution time.
